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Maturing Your Connected Asset 
Risk Management Program
By Will Long Sr., MIS, CISSP, CHISL, CPHIMS,  
405(d) Task Group Member

Medical and Internet of Things (IoT) device security 
in the health delivery setting has been a well-known 
blind spot for organizations that want to reduce 
risk and develop efficient approaches to managing 
these ubiquitous assets better. The proliferation of 
these devices has gone far beyond the confines of the 
campus, further adding to the difficulty of identifying 
and protecting them, the patients, and operations reliant 
upon them. Establishing the right technology (security 
scanning, visibility and management tools), framework 
to guide the program, expertise, and programmatic 
vision for a comprehensive medical and IoT device risk 
program was an idea that had to go beyond compliance, 
structural frameworks, and traditional cybersecurity 
controls. Instead, the effort requires a novel, yet 
repeatable solution able to be accomplished with a 
modest budget across various provider models.

Bringing together multiple organizational stakeholders, 
vendor technologies, broad subject matter expertise and 
support from the highest levels of leadership is key to the 
program’s success. The unique business arrangement 
has cultivated both subjective and objective progress, 
evident through enterprise risk reduction, workflow 
efficiencies, and utilization insights never considered 
in the past. Through this collaboration and strategic 
planning, HDOs can gain full visibility into assets, along 
with status, locations, security concerns, and utilization 
statistics. This effort saves significant hours of manual 
location, inventory, and control of IoT devices for our 
customers.

Many organizations are missing the single pane of 
glass view into the utilization of connected assets, 
such as CT scanners, X-Ray machines, MRIs, and similar 
devices that could cost multiple millions of dollars. If 
utilization can prevent the unnecessary acquisition of 
an MRI, the savings would be tremendous. Through the 
implementation of these visibility/management tools 
and program, HDOs can see the utilization metrics for 
these devices and appropriately determine when new 
devices are required, or when the needs can be met with 
creative scheduling of patients to less busy machines.

Upon implementing the technology tools, HDO’s can 
confirm the existence critical and high vulnerabilities 
resulting from sometimes thousands of verified security 
alerts. Using the information provided and the workflows 
established throughout the project, HDO’s can close 
many of the warnings and continues to move through 
longer-term plans for remediation and mitigation of 
connected asset vulnerabilities. The HDO’s security 
program will mature through more advanced integration 
of the data and optimization of workflows with the goal 
of unveiling previously unforeseen efficiencies, ultimately 
lowering enterprise risk while developing cost saving 
processes and structure.

The risks in medical devices, IoT, OT and other 
technologies are challenging for every healthcare 
delivery organization regardless of size. Small and 
medium business can benefit by using the Health 
Industry Cybersecurity Practices: Managing Threats and 
Protecting Patients (HICP) publication. This publication 
is the main publication of the Cybersecurity Act of 2015, 
Section 405(d) Task Group. The publication outlines 5 
major threats and risk mitigation strategies for smaller 
organizations. HICP aims to raise awareness and provide 
consistent and meaningful outcomes to help the 
organization reduce risks and protect patients, including 
outcomes to improve the security posture of their 
medical devices. 



HICP in the Spotlight
November is Critical Infrastructure 
Security and Resilience Month (CISRM)
Each November, Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience Month is observed to raise awareness about the vital 
role our nation’s critical infrastructure (CI) plays in keeping our nation and communities safe and secure. The CI, which 
includes the Healthcare and Public Health (HPH) Sector, relies on a highly interdependent environment where physical 
and cyber systems converge. 

The 2021 theme is “Infrastructure Security: Build It In” How does the HHS 405(d) Program “build in” the national 
mission of CI security and resilience? The answer lies in the 405(d) mission of:

providing the HPH sector with useful and impactful resources, products, and tools that help raise awareness and 
provide vetted cybersecurity practices, which drive behavioral change and move towards consistency in mitigating 
the most relevant cybersecurity threats to the sector.

See below for some of our impactful resources, products, and tools to help incorporate cybersecurity in your day-to-
day operations and improve cybersecurity and resilience in the HPH sector overall.

Health Industry Cybersecurity Practices: Managing Threats and Protecting 
Patients Publication (HICP)—Check out the HICP Publication for an in-depth 
study into the top five threats facing the healthcare industry and the top 
ten mitigating practices you can implement RIGHT NOW to boost your HPH 
organization’s cybersecurity and resilience. Click HERE to read. 

405(d) SBARs—The 405(d) SBAR, which stands for Situation, Background, 
Assessment, Recommendations, is an HPH-focused review of active 
cyber intelligence and alerts from across federal agencies. Mandated by 
the Cybersecurity Act of 2015 with the goal of aligning industry security 
approaches, the 405(d) SBARs are backed with the knowledge and expertise 
of HHS and the 405(d) Task Group. They provide the HPH sector with 
clear recommended mitigations, based on 405(d)’s HICP publication, that 
healthcare organizations can apply against these current cyber vulnerabilities. 
Check out our newest SBAR about a VMware Critical Patch Update, HERE. 

405(d) Awareness Materials—Looking for quick awareness materials to 
help your healthcare organization “build in” cybersecurity to their day-to-
day operations? Look no further than the 405(d) Social Media accounts 
on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram at @ask405d. We provide 
posters, quick tips, and statistics to help keep you engaged in all things cyber 
and provide continued refreshers on cyber hygiene. Encourage your staff and 
co-workers to follow us so that cybersecurity and resilience is always front 
and center! 

405(d) Guest Webinars—Does your organization have a standing webinar 
series that is missing a cybersecurity element? The 405(d) Program will 
come to you! The 405(d) Program will curate a webinar specifically for your 
organization’s cybersecurity needs and invite other federal partners (as 
appropriate) to help educate and inform your workforce on cybersecurity 
issues. Just contact us at cisa405d@hhs.gov to learn more.

We hope that you join us on social media to celebrate CISRM. It’s important 
to remember that cyber disasters are just as devastating as other disasters, 
threats, and hazards. Therefore, we must be prepared because cyber safety is 
patient safety so “Build It In!”

HICP

VMware SBAR

http://www.phe.gov/405d
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6852311572149260288
mailto:cisa405d@hhs.gov


405(d) Chronicles

Interoperability: Strengthening 
Healthcare’s API Ecosystem In a 
Safe, Secure and Scalable Manner 
By Lee Barrett, 405(d) Task Group Member
The 405(d) Chronicles is a platform for sharing firsthand insight, lessons learned, and perspectives from cybersecurity 
professionals in the field today.

As the industry begins to implement the ability to move healthcare data exchange to an interoperable ecosystem, key 
barriers must be addressed. These include developing the ability to scale Client app registration (typically a manual 
process) and authentication in a secure manner. Currently, a client repeats the registration process with every server 
to gain registration and to assure reliable identities of senders and recipients can be met. The entire Application 
Programming Interface (API) ecosystem needs to be automated so that the registration process (prior to sharing of 
sensitive data) can move from a manual process to a scaled and dynamic ecosystem relying on credentials that can be 
safely used at multiple API endpoints due to their network-wide content. 

While developing a joint Privacy & Security Accreditation Program specific to the requirements of the 21st Century 
Cures Act and related interoperability functions, Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC) 
and Unified Data Access Profiles (UDAP) has analyzed some of these barriers. The section below explains the goal of a 
recent case study and subsequent future industry recommendation for scalable and secure dynamic registration and 
authentication.

Description of Case Study:
Organizations are increasingly turning to a comprehensive framework to address the complexity introduced by the API 
ecosystem in healthcare. The case study below was developed to examine the challenges and mitigate those issues 
using a standards-based security framework that promises the industry the security and scalability needed to attain 
interoperability.

The overall goal of the case study was to test the viability of the UDAP framework as a foundation for API ecosystem 
security and trust. The study also aimed to test the extent to which the framework helps address all ecosystem 
components with the hope that it elevates mutual trust and overall security robustness.

By using the UDAP framework, the study sought to prove that use of UDAP would:

• Reduce the possibility of man-in-the-middle style attacks from client 
applications.

• Prevent malicious entities posing as Fast Healthcare Interoperability 
Resources (FHIR) servers from capturing patient or provider strength 
credentials and reusing them at authentic endpoints or further sharing 
them.

• Strengthen the security of business-to-business credentials while 
expanding core FHIR and SMART infrastructure to layer on a 
trusted Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) component.

• Eliminate rogue client applications (and others) 
immediately from the ecosystem, mitigate impersonation 
and Denial of Service (DOS), and streamline community-wide 
app management by introducing PKI.



• Increase system security while reducing the burden of redundant identity management platforms (by allowing 
reuse of strong network credentials already in place from industry leaders with compliant systems).

• Enable endpoint identity discovery for provenance and audit including the ability to evaluate other trusted 
assertions about end user identity, transaction participants, and other cryptographically verifiable claims. (These 
capabilities are promising for the future healthcare data exchange as a potential avenue to close the gap on 
traditional challenges such as patient identity, research and consent issues, and others). 

Results
In all tasks noted above, the use of UDAP as a comprehensive framework supports the scalable and secure delivery 
of data exchange while also lessening the potential security related threats. Tested within the certification process, 
UDAP are open standards that are free for any API ecosystem participant to implement and use, and extend OAuth 
and OpenID Connect to leverage trusted digital certificates. The UDAP workflows eliminate the need for every 
FHIR endpoint to independently vet and manually register every client application and enable the reuse of OpenID 
credentials or digital certificates in JSON Web Token (JWT)-based authentication. This solves the problem of having to 
generate and manage single-system credentials for each trio of client application, payer or provider data source, and 
consumer or other data requestor – a scalability challenge left unsolved by OAuth and OpenID as they stand. By using 
the UDAP extensions to these standards along with trusted digital certificates instead of client secrets, organizations 
who test via UDAP and gain accreditation/certification with EHNAC will signal enhanced security and confidence in 
their systems as app operators, identity providers, and FHIR servers. This is essential to Da Vinci use cases and in FHIR 
exchange more generally – while also supporting real-time discovery of verified information about counter parties 
during dynamic (automated) client registration and authentication.

Implementers can indicate their current level of UDAP framework adoption after testing their system at a set of discrete 
levels, setting clear expectations about that system’s potential for interoperability with other UDAP implementers. This 
will allow the industry to achieve successful deployment of new standards envisioned in the federal rules, securely and 
at scale.

For more information regarding Interoperability and the framework discussed in our 405(d) Chronicles article, see the 
resources below:

• ONC’s Cures Act Final Rule

• FHIR Fact Sheets from HealthIT.gov

• ONC FHIR at Scale Taskforce (FAST) Workshop: An Architectural Framework for Ecosystem Infrastructure

• The Sequoia Project: Interoperability Matters

• EHNAC: Interoperability

• UDAP: Tools for Open API Ecosystems

https://www.healthit.gov/curesrule/
https://www.healthit.gov/topic/standards-technology/standards/fhir-fact-sheets
https://www.healthit.gov/news/events/onc-fhir-scale-taskforce-fast-workshop-architectural-framework-ecosystem-infrastructure
https://sequoiaproject.org/interoperability-matters/
http://EHNAC.org/Interoperability
https://www.udap.org


HICP in the News

Exploring the Key Aspects 
of Ransomware Readiness
In a recent webinar with HealthSystemCIO.com, 
405(d) Task Group Member Dan Bowden and 
Industry Co-Lead Erik Decker discussed ransomware 
readiness. During the panel, Decker mentioned the 
405(d) publication Health Industry Cybersecurity 
Practices: Managing Threats and Protecting Patients 
(HICP). He shared how HICP is an invaluable tool 
to help organizations perform a gap assessment by 
“reading about how attacks occurred and marrying 
that against your practices.” Decker also stressed 
that the process never ends adding, “You have to 
continuously cycle through to learn what the next 
things are going to be and what has to get done.”

Read a summary of the discussion here.

Watch, listen to, or read a transcript of the full 
webinar here.

Learn about ransomware readiness with HICP here.

Happening Around Us

FIN12 Ransomware: Why 
It’s a Healthcare Threat, 
How to Prevent an Attack
HealthITSecurity.com wrote about a Mandiant report 
released in October 2021 that identified the FIN12 
ransomware group which specializes in targeted attacks 
on healthcare. Nearly 20 percent of threat intelligence from 
Mandiant’s report observed FIN12 attacks were targeted 
at healthcare entities, and over 70 percent of attacks were 
aimed at US-based entities. FIN12 specializes in ransomware 
deployment and typically relies on other threat actors to 
gain initial access to victims. By focusing on this particular 
phase of the attack lifecycle, FIN12 can take advantage of the 
growing network of loosely affiliated threat actors working 
together to deploy ransomware efficiently and successfully.

Read the full article here.

Learn about ransomware mitigation tactics in HICP here.

https://healthsystemcio.com/2021/10/04/seeing-red-the-bold-steps-health-systems-are-taking-to-prepare-for-ransomware-attacks/
https://healthsystemcio.com/exploring-the-key-aspects-of-ransomware-readiness/
http://www.phe.gov/405d
https://healthitsecurity.com/features/fin12-ransomware-why-its-a-healthcare-threat-how-to-prevent-an-attack
http://www.phe.gov/405d


Hackers Demand 
Ransom from Johnson 
Memorial Health
Local Franklin, Indiana NBC affiliate WTHR 13 
reported that hackers are demanding ransom money 
from Johnson Memorial Health after a cyber attack 
on October 1st. As the FBI leads the investigation 
into that attack and experts try to get the health 
care system back online, staffers are going old 
school to meet patients’ needs. The organization’s 
President and CEO said patient care has not been 
compromised. Surgeries and appointments continue 
as normal, although registration may take a bit 
longer since they aren’t using computers. The 
hospital also is diverting ambulances from the ER to 
lessen the load.

Read the full article here.

Learn about ransomware mitigation tactics in HICP 
here.

Cyber Attacks Reported 
by Schneck Medical 
Center and Epilepsy 
Foundation of Texas
HIPAA Journal reported that Schneck Medical 
Center in Seymour, Indiana announced it was a 
victim of a cyber attack which has had an impact 
on organizational operations and occurred on 
September 29th. The attack was announced on the 
same day. In response to the attack, all IT systems 
within its facilities were suspended out of an 
abundance of caution, and third-party cybersecurity 
experts were engaged to assist with the investigation 
and restore its IT system as quickly as possible. 
Schneck Medical Center said investigations into cyber 
attacks and the restoration of IT systems take time to 
fully resolve, but steps have been taken to minimize 
disruption to its systems.

Read the full article here.

Learn about the biggest threats to the Healthcare and 
Public Health Sector inside HICP here.

https://www.wthr.com/article/news/local/johnson-memorial-health-hospital-ransomware-cyberattack-hack-ransom-emergency-room-closed-diversion/531-1119c25c-c69f-49a5-9700-ed322f0f4de6
http://www.phe.gov/405d
https://www.hipaajournal.com/cyberattacks-reported-by-schneck-medical-center-and-epilepsy-foundation-of-texas/
http://www.phe.gov/405d


Other Federal Resources
HC3
• LockBit Threat Briefing 
• VMware Vulnerabilities Sector Alert
• Utilizing Two Factor Authorization
• Hardening Remote Access VPN Alert
• Conti Ransomware Amplify Alert
• Amplify Alert: No Fix for Azure Active Directory 
Password Brute-Forcing Flaw

• BrakTooth’s Global Bite

CISA
• Ransomware Awareness for Holidays and Weekends
• APT Actors Exploiting Newly Identified Vulnerability 
in ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus

• Conti Ransomware

OCR
• OCR Issues Guidance on HIPAA, COVID-19 
Vaccinations, and the Workplace

FDA
• Best Practices for Communicating Cybersecurity 
Vulnerabilities to Patients

405(d) Website coming 
in December!

October was Cybersecurity 
Awareness Month
Last month, the HHS 405(d) Program celebrated 
Cybersecurity Awareness Month by releasing four new 
posters to help you #BeCyberSmart. We also hosted 
a special Spotlight Webinar featuring guest panelists 
from University of Vermont Health Network, FBI, 
ASPR, and CISA to help you learn about reacting to a 
cyber attack. See below for links to all these resources 
and please share them with your network to keep 
celebrating Cybersecurity Awareness Month all year-
long.

• Week 1 Poster: Be Cyber Smart
• Week 2 Poster: Fight the Phish
• Week 3 Poster: Explore. Experience. Share.
• Week 4 Poster: Cybersecurity First
• October 405(d) Spotlight Webinar Video
• October 405(d) Spotlight Webinar Slides
The 405(d) co-leads Erik Decker and Julie Chua were 
also invited to webinars and podcasts to spread the 
word about 405(d) and HICP!

• The AAPL (American Association for Physician 
Leadership) SoundPractice Podcast: “Cybersecurity 
in Healthcare with Director Julie Chua from HHS”

• CHIME (College of Healthcare Information 
Management Executives) Central webinar: Voluntary 
Cybersecurity Best Practices: 405d. What are they, 
Why is Congress supporting them, and Why they will 
become increasingly important?

About The 405(d) Post
This newsletter is for information purposes only and aims to broaden awareness and 
align healthcare security approaches. The news articles represented in this newsletter 
are chosen at random to foster awareness and are not in promotion of any news orga-
nization. The “A Word from the Task Group” and the “405(d) Chronicles” is written by a 
different 405(d) Task Group Member each issue and does not reflect the views of HHS as 
a whole. All Task Group Members have been invited to contribute to this newsletter.

Need To Contact Us? Email us at cisa405d@hhs.gov

Follow us!
Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

LinkedIn

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/lockbit-ransomware.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/sector-alert-vmware-tlpwhite.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/two-factor-authorization.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/hardening-remote-access-vpn-amplify-alert.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/conti-ransomware-amplify-alert.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/amplify-alert-new-azure-ad-brute-force.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/amplify-alert-new-azure-ad-brute-force.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/braktooth-analyst-note-tlpwhite.pdf
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa21-243a
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa21-259a
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa21-259a
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa21-265a
https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2021/09/30/ocr-issues-guidance-on-hipaa-covid-19-vaccinations-workplace.html
https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2021/09/30/ocr-issues-guidance-on-hipaa-covid-19-vaccinations-workplace.html
https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/cdrh-patient-science-and-engagement-program/best-practices-communicating-cybersecurity-vulnerabilities-patients
https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/cdrh-patient-science-and-engagement-program/best-practices-communicating-cybersecurity-vulnerabilities-patients
https://hhsplatformservices.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#t00000004XfM/a/t0000001djSc/7w.HXuwLHBCKdHRCDwjxBJErlPZ5KAoBjHGsyhceCJ8
https://hhsplatformservices.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#t00000004XfM/a/t0000001dvoo/542_3sKVe1OIoLchEvc7KBZWoxLEHxBe4dR77y7vJ3g
https://hhsplatformservices.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#t00000004XfM/a/t0000001e6PS/lVmS6qTprQzYFxhc2gqIGo9fgBGhHgyA4Sv.svs4aZo
https://hhsplatformservices.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#t00000004XfM/a/t0000001eLOT/qmID022vjT9aBhZWiLIwSdUm24FbiJGfErsuQMpcK40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWwPxwbRTdo
https://hhsplatformservices.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#t00000004XfM/a/t0000001dvwE/N52EAR1jcQRgP2iSVe80rrRfHdyvKivZmT27xHET460
https://www.physicianleaders.org/news/october-is-national-cybersecurity-awareness-month-soundpractice?utm_campaign=AAPL%20-%20News&utm_content=184267561&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-3797841
https://www.physicianleaders.org/news/october-is-national-cybersecurity-awareness-month-soundpractice?utm_campaign=AAPL%20-%20News&utm_content=184267561&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-3797841
https://chimecentral.zoom.us/rec/play/T1sSDo5n5JJ2GFM6xY0E_7X02LRicPTvrgzZVk7NXXCwt8NZfvo9E5Y262FOxqPqda7ogK_DPy8i_jjC.DAhcz9OlTjWgo4AN?startTime=1634230812000&_x_zm_rtaid=stHRwk20R-uqjIBR9ArkZQ.1634330317315.aa29430941bd4aea1ca9a479113e3794&_x_zm_rhtaid=51
https://chimecentral.zoom.us/rec/play/T1sSDo5n5JJ2GFM6xY0E_7X02LRicPTvrgzZVk7NXXCwt8NZfvo9E5Y262FOxqPqda7ogK_DPy8i_jjC.DAhcz9OlTjWgo4AN?startTime=1634230812000&_x_zm_rtaid=stHRwk20R-uqjIBR9ArkZQ.1634330317315.aa29430941bd4aea1ca9a479113e3794&_x_zm_rhtaid=51
https://chimecentral.zoom.us/rec/play/T1sSDo5n5JJ2GFM6xY0E_7X02LRicPTvrgzZVk7NXXCwt8NZfvo9E5Y262FOxqPqda7ogK_DPy8i_jjC.DAhcz9OlTjWgo4AN?startTime=1634230812000&_x_zm_rtaid=stHRwk20R-uqjIBR9ArkZQ.1634330317315.aa29430941bd4aea1ca9a479113e3794&_x_zm_rhtaid=51
https://chimecentral.zoom.us/rec/play/T1sSDo5n5JJ2GFM6xY0E_7X02LRicPTvrgzZVk7NXXCwt8NZfvo9E5Y262FOxqPqda7ogK_DPy8i_jjC.DAhcz9OlTjWgo4AN?startTime=1634230812000&_x_zm_rtaid=stHRwk20R-uqjIBR9ArkZQ.1634330317315.aa29430941bd4aea1ca9a479113e3794&_x_zm_rhtaid=51
mailto:cisa405d%40hhs.gov?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/ask405d
https://www.instagram.com/ask405d/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/ask405d
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hhs-ask405d/

